Introduction
The convergence fields of generalized strong Nôrlund summability have been investigated by Kumar [2] , Sinha [6] and Schaper [5] « In this paper we discuss the relations between the convergence fields o[N,p,a]^and 0[n,p»r,<x]^, r e 1, \ > 1. The results are generalisations of known theorems of Kuttner and Thorpe [3J (a = 1, X = 1 ) and Schaper [5] (A= 1).
Preliminaries
Let $ := |s|s : N Q -cj ba the set of complex sequences. If s,t e $, then s*t e $ is defined by n s .tn := (s *t)n := R ~ v=0 ffe define y e $ by IT" if *n * 0 n *« -
Ve write a < t if sn, tn e S and sQ ^ t for all n. If a e $ we define ae usual AB e $ by For the remainder of this paper, we shall assume that if (N,p,a) is a generalized Norlund method, then p Q 4 0, a n 4 0 for n > 0 and p»a£fi. Considering strong summability we furthermore shall assume Ap«acfi, lip |p*<*| n = 00 and X > 1 n-00 unless mention is made to the contrary. 00 If p e $ we write P(z) = P^z^ and denote th6 radius v=0 v of convergence of this power series by y(p). We use similar notations with other letters in place of p.
If p Q / 0 there exists a k £ $ such that p*k = e. If furthermore 9<p)> 0, then alsoy(h) > 0 and for |z|<y(k) (1) K(z) = IT^XXz» holds. ~ We often write insted of 2_i . 
Inclusion theorem
We first list some conditions on a, p, r e $. So we have
lim " 1
1.
There is an 1I 1 such that for all n, fi with n > ji > 0
There is an H 2 such that for all n, ^t with n > fj. >
(D Ap«a nAp«a r < u 2 .
Lit r, u, v e I be such that
a i ' ' with U[z) i 0, 4 1. for |$|<1 and $ « 1, > 0, 0 < JaJ < 1. Let w e $ be such that v»w = e. |Ap.lj J" 1 .|ap|J S n that p i s^p*!). 6. Proofs of the theorems Theorems 1-6 are special cases of the general representation theorems proved in [5] . These theorems are of the 3ame structure 3s Theorems 1-6 but they deal with some "abstract" eeis e(2i f p,a) and e(p*od instead of o[N,p,a]^ and s^(p»a). First we state these general theorems and we prove some sui table lemma3 on For the next theorems we need the following conditions:
(11) e(m) is a complex vector space.
(12) e(m) = e(m»r) for any reí with R(0) i 0, E( 1) ¿ 0. 
